Increased therapy demand and impending loss of previous residence status after proximal femur fractures can be determined by continuous gait analysis - A clinical feasibility study.
Proximal femur fractures account for increased healthcare costs whenever patients are unable to return to their previous state of residence. Studies suggest that patients benefit from early weight-bearing, yet compliance to weight-bearing regimes is poorly investigated. Aim of the study was thus to show the clinical feasibility of a new measurement tool able to determine continuous weight-bearing behavior after intramedullary nail osteosynthesis of intertrochanteric femur fractures, assess the influence of weight-bearing on clinical outcome and determine rehabilitation demand based on early postoperative gait performance. In an observational study, gait data of 22 patients with intertrochanteric femur fractures were evaluated. During the inpatient stay patients were continuously monitored with a gait analysis insole. Primary outcome was the amount of weight-bearing reached. Short-term functional outcome, as well as return to the previous state of living were evaluated in relation to weight-bearing and activity during the inpatient stay. With the presented technique continuous gait data of all patients during postoperative mobilization could be obtained. Only 13 patients reached full weight-bearing. The technique was feasible to determine correlations between weight-bearing and outcome, as well as between gait activity and outcome. Significant gait differences between patients able to return to their previous state of living and those who could not were seen. Dynamic insole measurements are feasible to continuously determine the postoperative gait performance. Their postoperative use showed, that the continuous compliance to permissive weight-bearing after intertrochanteric fractures is low. The presented measurement technique has the potential to identify patients at risk for reduced outcome and impending loss of previous residence status. Further studies will have to investigate the effects of technology assisted "patient at risk" identification and adapted therapy on clinical outcome.